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1. Sports on the Program of the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran2022:
Athlétisme

1

ATHLETICS

13

KARATE

2

BADMINTON

14

WRESTLING

3

BASKETBALL 3X3

15

SWIMMING

4

BOWLS

16

EQUESTRIAN

5

BOXING

17

TAEKWONDO

6

CYCLING

18

TENNIS

7

FENCING

19

TABLE TENNIS

8

FOOTBALL

20

SHOOTING

9

GYMNASTICS

21

ARCHERY

10

WEIGHTLIFTING

22

SAILING

11

HANDBALL

23

VOLLEYBALL

12

JUDO

24

WATER POLO
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2. Sports Calendar of the XIX Mediterranean
Games Oran 2022:
FOOTBALL TECHNICAL MANUAL
SPORT
OPENING CEREMONY

ATHLETICS
BADMINTON
BASKETBALL 3X3
BOWLS

VENUE

M/W

Olympic Complex Stadium

M/W

Oued Tlelat Sports Hall

M/W

Sidi M'Hamed Square

M/W

Petanque

M/W

Raffa

M/W

25

Olympic Complex Stadium

M/W

Lyonnaise

JUNE

QR

LOFA Complex

BOXING
CYCLING

M/W
M/W

5 Periphery «ITT» - CCO «RR»

FENCING

M/W

Mohammed Ben Ahmed CCO Hall 01 and Hall 02

FOOTBALL

M

Stadiums : Olympic Complex - Ahmed Zabana - Sig - Mers El Hadjadj

GYMNASTICS
WEIGHTLIFTING

M/W

Olympic Complex Sports Hall

M/W

EMEC Hall

M

24 Février Sports Hall « Arzew »

W

El Hachemi Hantaz Sports Hall « Ain El Turck »

M/W

Olympic Complex Sports Hall

HANDBALL

26

EMEC Hall

27
F

28
QR

JULY
29
QR

QR

QR

F

F

QR

QR

QR/F

F

QR

QR

QR

F

QR

QR

QR

QR

th

30

01

02

03

QR/F

QR/F

QR/F

QR/F

QR

QR

QR

F

QR

F

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

F

F
QR/F

QR/F

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

JUDO

M/W

KARATE

M/W

WRESTLING

M/W

EMEC Hall

SWIMMING

M/W

Aquatic Center of the Olympic Complex

QR/F

EQUESTRIAN

M/W

Equestrian Center Antar Ibn Chaddad « Es Senia »

QR/F

TAEKWONDO

M/W

Mohammed Ben Ahmed CCO Hall 03 and Hall 06

TENNIS

M/W

Tennis Complex Habib Khelil « Oran »

TABLE TENNIS

M/W

Mohammed Ben Ahmed CCO Hall 01 and Hall 02

SHOOTING

M/W

ARCHERY
SAILING
VOLLEYBALL

QR/F

QR

QR/F

QR/F

QR/F

F

QR/F

QR

QR

QR/F

Shooting Center Hassi Ben Okba

QR

QR/F

QR/F

QR/F

M/W

Annex Stadium Olympic Complex

QR

QR

QR/F

QR/F

M/W

Nautical Base Les Andalouses

M

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

Hammou Boutlèlis Sports Palace

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

W

Bir El Djir Sports Hall

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

M/W

Hammou Boutlèlis Sports Palace

QR/F

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

QR

Olympic Complex Stadium

QR/F

QR
QR

QR

QR/F

QR/F

F

QR/F
QR/F

QR/F

QR/F

QR

F

QR

FOOTBALL TM
Aquatic Center of the Olympic Complex

F

F

QR/F

F

QR

W

QR

QR/F

QR

Public Garden Swimming Pool
Sig Swimming Pool

QR/F

QR/F

QR

QR/F

QR/F

QR

M/W
CLOSING CEREMONY

QR/F

QR

M

WATER POLO

QR/F

Mohammed Ben Ahmed CCO Hall 03 and Hall 06

QR/F

06

F
QR/F

QR

05

F

F
QR

04

F

7
06
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3. Abbreviation Table:
Acronym
ICMG
IOC
IF
OCMG
NOC
WADA

Definition
International Committee of the Mediterranean Games
International Olympic Committee
International Federation
Organizing Committee of the Mediterranean Games
National Olympic Committee
World Anti-Doping Agency

NF

National Federation

MG

XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022

DRM

Delegation Registration Meeting

MV

Mediterranean Village

TIC

Technical Information Center

SIC

Sports Information Center

M
W
M/W
QR
F

Men
 Women
Men/Women
Qualification Round
Final

QR/F

Qualification Round / Final

FIFA

INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FEDERATION ASSOCIATIONS

FAF

ALGERIAN FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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1. International Federation
INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL FEDERATION ASSOCIATIONS (FIFA)
FIFA-Strasse 20, P.O. Box – CH 8044 Zurich
Phone: + 41 43 222 7777
Website: www.fifa.com
E-mail: contact@fifa.org
President: Mr. Gianni INFANTINO
General Secretary: Mrs. Fatima SAMOURA
2. National Federation:
ALGERIAN FOOTBALL FEDERATION (FAF)
Phone: +213 21.98.43.07
Website: www.faf.dz
E-mail: faffoot@yahoo.fr
President: Mr. Charaf Eddine AMARA
General Secretary: Mr. DBICHI Mounir
3. Competition Management:
FIFA Technical Delegate: KORICHI Taoufik (ALG)
Competition Director: Mr. Meddan Hakim
Deputy Competition Directors:
- Mr. Khelladi M’himda (Olympic Complex Stadium)
- Mr. Idriss BENTAYEB (Mers El Hadjadj Stadium)
- Mr. Mokhfi DEHILIS (Sig Stadium)
3.1 Venues Management:
Venues managers :
- Mr. Aissa KENDOUCI (Ahmed Zabana Stadium)
- Mr. GHENIME Sid Ahmed (Olympic Complex Stadium)
- Mr. BOULEKBACHE Mokhtar (Sig Stadium)
- Mr. BERKISSA Fodil (Mers El Hadjadj Stadium)
4. Events and dates:
4.1 Sports program:
The Football competition of the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022 will include the
following events: team tournament
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FOOTBALL
Men
-18 years

4.2 Dates and venues:
The Football competition will take place from Saturday 25 June to Tuesday 05 July
2022 in the following venues:
N°
01
02
03
04

Venues
Olympic Complex Stadium
Ahmed Zabana Stadium
Mers El Hadjadj Stadium
Sig Stadium

5. Conditions for the conduct of the competition:
The Football competition will take place if a minimum of eight (8) countries have
registered before 11:59 p.m. (Algerian time), on Friday March 25, 2022.
Depending on the number of entries, the President of the ICMG Technical Commission
, assisted by one (1) or two (2) members of this commission appointed by the President
of the ICMG, and in the presence of the Oran 2022 sports organization’s president, will
decide, on Monday May 30, 2022, whether or not the competition will run.
Once the progress of the competition has been confirmed, it will take place and the
corresponding medals and diplomas will be distributed, regardless of the number of
participants.
5.1 Cancellation of events:
The OCMG Oran 2022 will immediately inform each National Olympic Committee
(NOC) of the organization of the event, or not, depending on the quota reached.
6. Competition rules:
The Football competition will take place in accordance with FIFA regulations in force
on January 1, 2022, except for specific exceptions authorized by the ICMG.
Questions not addressed in this technical manual will be resolved as follows:
- For general questions, the ICMG rules will apply.
- For technical matters, FIFA regulations will apply.
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7. Technical organization:
The FAF, under the supervision of the FIFA Technical Delegate, is responsible for the
technical organization and running of the Football competition during the XIX
Mediterranean Games Oran 2022.
7.1 Special provisions regarding the conduct of the competition:
Any problems that may arise before or during the events will be resolved by the
Competition Direction, in accordance with the ICMG and FIFA regulations in force on
January 1, 2022, except for specific exceptions authorized by the ICMG.
Precise arrangements for the organization of the Football competition will be made
depending on the number of participants.
Teams will be allowed to make three (3) changes in each match, except for overtime
matches where a fourth (4) change is permitted by new FIFA regulations.
In accordance with FIFA regulations, the matches will be played in two (2) statutory
playing times of forty-five (45) minutes each, with a rest period of fifteen (15) minutes.
In the semi-finals and the final, if there is a tie at the end of regulation time, the teams
will be decided in accordance with FIFA regulations.
7.2 Drawing of the lots and composition of groups:
Depending on the number of countries registered in the Football competition, the
Competition management and the FIFA Technical Delegate will define the system of
organization of the competition according to the regulations of the ICMG and FIFA and
start the drawing of lots. It will take place on Monday May 30, 2022.
The committee for the draw is made up of:
- President of the ICMG Technical Commission or his representative,
- FIFA Technical Delegate,
- Director of the Football competition of OCMG Oran 2022,
- Chairman of the sports organization commission of OCMG Oran 2022.
Heads of mission and the media will be able to attend the draw.
In order to avoid possible imbalances between the groups and to designate the seeds
of the series, the committee for the drawing of lots will take into account the level of
the participating teams and, especially, the results of the last Mediterranean Games, as
well as the information of which it has.
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7.3 Groups:
Tournament organized with the participation of eight (8) teams
The teams are divided into two (2) groups A and B, according to the following table:
Number of teams

Group A

Group B

8

4

4

In each group, all teams will play against each other, in a single match, to determine
the ranking.
The match schedule will be defined according to the system established by FIFA
regulations.
Semi-finals
The first two (2) ranked teams from each group will play in the semi-final, as follows:
1st semi-final

2nd semi-final

1° A - 2° B

1°B – 2°A

Finals
The meetings will be as follows:
- The winners of the two semi-finals for 1st and 2nd place.
- The losers of the two semi-finals for 3rd and 4th place.
Tournament organized with the participation of nine (9) to eleven (11) teams
The teams are divided into three (3) groups A, B and C according to the number of
participating teams (9, 10 or 11).
Number of teams

Group A

Group B

Group C

9

3

3

3

10

3

3

4

11

3

4

4

In each group, all the teams will play against each other to determine the ranking.
Semi final
In the case of a tournament with nine (9) teams, the first placed in each group as well
as the best team of the three second placed in each group will qualify for the semifinals.
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The choice of the best second team will be made taking into account:
1. The one with the best total points
2. The one with the best goal average
3. In the event of a tie, a draw will be made
Depending on the group to which the team ranked best second or drawn by lot
belongs, the teams will oppose as follows:
Ranked

1st semi-final

2nd semi-final

2°A

1°A-1°B

1°C-2°A

2°B

1°B-1°C

1°A-2°B

2°C

1°C-1°A

1°B-2°C

In a ten (10) team tournament, the first ranked team from each group as well as the
second ranked from the group formed by 4 teams will advance to the semi-finals.
The teams will meet in the following order:
1st semi-final

2nd semi-final

1° A – 1° C

1° B -2° C

In an eleven (11) team tournament, the first ranked team from each group as well as the
best team of the two second ranked teams from the four team groups will qualify for
the semi-finals. In the event of a tie, a draw will be made.
Depending on the group to which the team placed second or by drawing of lots
belongs, the teams will face each other in the following order:

Ranked

1st semi-final

2nd semi-final

2°C

1°A-1°C

1°B-2°C

2°B

1°A-1°B

1°C-2°B

Finals
The meetings will be as follows:
- The winners of the two semi-finals for 1st and 2nd place.
- The losers of the two semi-finals for 3rd and 4th place.
Tournament organized with the participation of twelve (12) to sixteen (16) teams
The participating teams will be divided into four (4) groups A, B, C and D, depending on
the number of participating teams (12, 13, 14, 15 or 16).
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Number of teams

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

12

3

3

3

3

13
14
15
16

3
3
3
4

3
3
4
4

3
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

In each group, all the teams will play against each other to determine the ranking.
Semi-finals
The four teams ranked first will meet in the following order:
1st demi-finale

2nd demi-finale

1°A-1°C

1°B-1°D

Finals:
The following matches will be played:
- Winners of the two semi-finals for 1st and 2nd place.
- Losers of the two semi-finals for 3rd and 4th place.
Tournament organized with the participation of more than sixteen (16) teams:
Depending on the number of teams registered for the Football competition, the OCMG
Oran 2022 and the FIFA Technical Delegate will decide on the tournament
organization system, on Monday May 30, 2022.
7.4 Ranking system:
7.4.1 Point system:
Points will be awarded in accordance with FIFA regulations:
- Match won = 3 points
- Tied match = 1 point
- Lost match = 0 point
7.4.2 Ranking:
The ranking order of the teams in each group will be determined as follows:
a) Highest number of points obtained in all matches of the group.
b) Goal difference in all group matches.
c) Higher number of goals scored in all group matches.
If two (2) or more teams in the same group have the same number of points, according
to the criteria explained above, their ranking will be determined as follows:
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a) Higher number of points obtained in all group matches between the teams in
question.
b) Goal difference in all group matches between the teams in question.
c) Higher number of goals scored in all group matches between the teams in question.
d) Drawing of lots carried out by the Technical Football Commission.
7.5 Technical Football Commission:
The Technical Commission is made up of:
- President: FIFA Technical Delegate,
- Three representatives of the participating countries, chosen by the FIFA
Technical Delegate,
- Director of the Football Competition of the OCMG Oran 2022.
- A delegate from the ICMG Technical Commission will be part of this commission,
when present.
The Technical Commission is responsible for:
- Appointment of the marshals for the matches,
- Examination of claims and their resolution,
- Decision-making for cases of force majeure or in cases not provided for in these
regulations.
8. Competition venues:
The Football competition of the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022 will take place in
the following venues:
Competition venues

Distances from
the Village

Capacities

Municipalities

Olympic Complex Stadium

04 km

40000

Bir El Djir

Sig Stadium

55 km

16500

Sig

Mers El Hadjadj Stadium

40.6 km

5400

Mers El
Hadjadj

Ahmed Zabana Stadium

17.9 km

26000

Oran

8.1 Competition area:
Olympic Complex Stadium:
The field, in natural grass has the following dimensions: 105m by 68m
Ahmed Zabana Stadium:
The synthetic field has the following dimensions: 105m by 65m
Mers El Hadjadj stadium:
The synthetic field has the following dimensions: 100m by 65m
FOOTBALL TM
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Sig Stadium
The ground, in natural grass, has the following dimensions: 105m by 68m
8.2 Warm-up area:
The warm-up areas will be the same as those for the competition.
8.3 Changing rooms:
The participants will have at their disposal changing rooms equipped with showers,
toilets and massage tables.
8.4 Rest room for athletes:
Athletes will have a rest room equipped with water, energy drinks and fruits.
8.5 Press tribune:
Accredited media will have a tribune and a working room at their disposal.
8.6 Sports equipment:
All sports material and technical equipment used during football competitions and
training must comply with the standards established in the FIFA regulations in force
on January 1, 2022, except for specific exceptions authorized by the ICMG.
9. Training:
9.1 Training venues:
Depending on the number of teams registered for the 19th Games Football
tournament
Mediterranean Oran 2022, a sufficient number of training grounds will be made
available to the teams, from Wednesday June 22, 2022 so that the teams can have at
least one training session, of one hour and a half (1h30) maximum, before the first
match in each stadium; this, whenever the conditions of the playing field permit.
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Training venues

Distances
from the
Village

Municipalities

Observations

Olympic Complex Stadium

04 km

Bir El Djir

Competition
venue

Ahmed Zabana Stadium

18km

Oran

Competition
venue

Mers El Hadjadj stadium

40.6 km

Mers El Hadjadj

SIG stadium

55 km

Sig

Sidi Chami Stadium

18 km

Sidi Chami

INFS CJS Ahmed Zabana stadium

31.4 km

Ain El Turck

////

Bir El Djir

04 km
27,2km

Bir El Djir
Boufatis

Mediterranean village stadium
international zone
Replica stadiums
Boufatis Stadium

Competition
venue
Competition
venue

The following equipment will be available on each training ground:
- 20 balls of the same brand and model as the official ball,
- 2 permanent goal cages, equipped with nets,
- Colored pennants,
- 40 cones for training,
- 1 mobile goal cage.
9.1.1 Training schedule and times:
Depending on the final number of participating teams, the OCMG Oran 2022, together
with the FIFA Technical Delegate, will allocate the training sessions, after considering
the requests made by the teams.
Athletes will have the following venues at their disposal, according to the times
indicated below:
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Dates

From 22 to 24
June 2022

Hours

9:00 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.

From June 25 to
July 03, 2022

9:00 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.

July 04, 2022

4: p.m. to 8
p.m.

Venues
Stadiums:
-Olympic complex
-Mers El Hadjadj
-Sig
-Ahmed Zabana
- Replica stadium of the Olympic
Complex
-Sidi Chami Stadium
-Boufatis Stadium
- INFS CJS Ahmed Zabana
stadium
Stadiums;
-Olympic Complex
-Mers El Hadjadj
-Sig
-Ahmed Zabana
- Replica stadium of the Olympic
Complex
-Sidi Chami Stadium
-Boufatis Stadium
- INFS CJS Ahmed Zabana
stadium

Observations

According to
program of
competition

Olympic Complex

NB: the Mediterranean village stadium international zone is available on request.
9.2 Services in the training venues:
9.2.1 Changing rooms:
The participants will have at their disposal changing rooms equipped with showers,
toilets and massage tables.
9.2.2 Rest room for athletes:
In the training venues, athletes will have a rest room with water, energy drinks and
fruit.
9.3 Media during training:
The training sessions will be open to the media but not to the public. The competition
director will be the person empowered to modify this standard whenever necessary.
FOOTBALL TM
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9.4 Procedure for assignments of training sessions:
The NOCs will receive the program of the training sessions at the latest Ten (10) Days
before DRM.
They will need to confirm that they will use the sessions assigned to them during the
DRM.
9.4.1 Pre-competition:
In general, the competition management will make available to the teams, for a daily
training session, the venues designated for this purpose, three (3) days before the start
of the competition, that is to say, Wednesday June 22, 2022.
The training sessions will have a maximum duration of one hour and thirty minutes
(1h30).
9.4.2 During the competition:
The competition management will assign a daily training session of one hour and a half
(1h30), in one of the venues designated for this purpose.
During the technical meeting on Wednesday 22 June 2022 the Organizing
Committee will present the training program for the competition phase. During the
technical meeting, each NOC will then be able to present their specific training needs,
which will be assessed for inclusion in the training program for the competition phase.
All NOCs will have to confirm that they will use their training session, before 5:00 pm
the day before training; otherwise, said session will be made available to the other
NOCs. They may also request, before 5:00 p.m., additional training which may be
allocated to them, from 8:00 p.m. on the same day, depending on the availability of the
venues.
The teams will receive information about the training sessions upon arrival at the
Sports Information Center SIC of the Mediterranean Village and at the Football
Technical Information Center TIC.
10. Participation:
All the member NOCs of the ICMG, whose national federation is a member of FIFA, will
be able to participate in the Football competition of the XIX Mediterranean Games
Oran 2022.
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Athletes who will participate in the competitions must have the nationality of the
country they represent and comply with the conditions and regulations of the ICMG
and FIFA.
Each NOC may participate in the Football competition with one (1) team composed of a
maximum of eighteen (18) players.
Participating players must not be over 18 years old.
11. Entries:
11.1 General principles:
The XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022 is open to all athletes from NOCs of
Mediterranean member countries of the ICMG, according to the standards of the ICMG
Charter and the IOC.
All athletes participating in the Games must be citizens of the country they represent,
in accordance with the IOC rules.
Prior to the Games, all participating athletes must complete and sign the "consent
form" as defined by the World Anti-Doping Agency.
11.2 Procedures:
The delegation registration process is linked to the general accreditation system.
The registration system set up by the OCMG Oran 2022 consists of an online computer
application, accessible through the official Games’ website: https://entriesoran2022.dz
Each delegation will have a user name and a password of their own which will allow
them to access the online application in Two Languages: English and French.
The online application will allow to print a list of sports entries which, once signed,
must be sent, before the deadlines indicated hereafter, to the OCMG Oran 2022:
sportsinscription@oran2022.com
11.2.1 Entries by number:
The list of entries with the number of participants per sport and per event must be
submitted, through the online application, before 23:59 (Algerian time), on Friday
March 25, 2022.
Security deposits for team sports
NOCs which will participate with a team must make a deposit of 3,000 US Dollars in
the OCMG-Oran 2022 bank account, before Friday March 25, 2022, for each registered
team.
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If an NOC decides not to participate in a team competition or if it ultimately does not
take part in a competition, this deposit will not be refunded.
The NOCs which will take part in the team competitions for which they have registered
will be reimbursed for their deposit in the bank account to which they have given the
reference. Bank charges relating to this reimbursement will be covered by the NOCs.
11.2.2 Preliminary entries by name (Long list):
The list of preliminary entries of participants by name, by sport and by event must be
submitted, through the online application, before 23:59 (Algerian time) on Friday,
April 15, 2022.
11.2.3 Final entries by name (Short list):
The NOCs of all participating countries must send to the OCMG Oran 2022, no later
than Thursday May 26, 2022 (23:59 Algerian time), the form of the nominative and
final entries of their participants, through the online application.
11.3 Confirmation of entries:
Confirmation of entries will take place during the DRM on 20 and 21 June, and any
subsequent eligible changes will be presented to the SIC and confirmed, at the latest,
during the technical meeting.
The specific forms for the confirmation of entries will be given to the head of mission of
each NOC.
12. Technical meeting:
The technical meeting will take place on Wednesday June 23, 2022, at 7:00 p.m., at
the meeting room of the Olympic Complex Stadium.
The meeting will take place in accordance with FIFA regulations, under the direction of
the FIFA Technical Delegate. The following people should be present at this meeting:
- The FIFA Technical Delegate,
- A member of the ICMG Technical Commission,
- The team leaders (one per country),
- The referees,
- Coaches (one per team,
- Doctors (one per team),
- The Director of the Football competition of the OCMG Oran 2022.
13. Health services:
13.1 Medical services available in the Village and at competition venues:
During the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022, health assistance will be available for
any athlete or accredited official who needs it, both in the Mediterranean Village and at
all competition venues.
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13.1.1 Mediterranean Village:
Polyclinic of the Mediterranean Village will provide residents with the following health
services:
-Sports medicine,
-Physiotherapy,
-First aid,
-24 hour emergency services.
Ambulance teams will serve as a link between the polyclinic and the main hospitals, in
the event that additional care is required.
13.1.2 Competition venues:
During the course of the events, all competition venues will have the following services
available to athletes:
- Medical services,
- Medical transport service.
Coolers filled with ice cubes will be made available to delegations in all sports venues.
13.2 Doping control:
Doping controls will be carried out during competition or out of competition, under the
responsibility of the ICMG Medical and Anti-Doping Commission and with the
collaboration of the anti-doping services of OCMG Oran 2022, in accordance with the
rules of the ICMG, FIFA and the World Anti-Doping Code.
Each participant subject to a control will receive a written notification, at which point
the procedure for collecting the control sample will begin, and this, within the times
and in the manner established by law.
A player who refuses to submit to a doping control procedure, or who has a positive
analysis of his sample, will be excluded from the competition and sanctioned (as well as
his team) in accordance with the rules of the ICMG and FIFA.
14. Jury – Judges:
14.1 Referees:
For each of the Football competitions on the program of the XIX Mediterranean Games
Oran 2022, the composition of the referee team will be as follows:
-Two (2) referees appointed by FIFA,
-One (1) international referee from each participating country (at the
expense of the respective NOC),
-International referees appointed by the FAF, whose number will depend on
the exact needs of the competition.
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Neither the main referees nor their assistants may officiate during a match of the
country to which they belong.
The names of the referees registered by each participating NOC must be entered on
the entries form by name.
14.2 Disciplinary Commission:
The disciplinary commission is made up of five (5) members:
-President: FIFA Technical Delegate,
-One (1) member designated by the organizing country,
-Three (3) additional members chosen by FIFA from among the
representatives of the delegations of the participating countries.
The commission will take all disciplinary measures and impose sanctions against rule
violations committed by athletes, referees, linesmen, coaches and other officials.
The decisions of the commission will be based on the written reports of the referees
and officials.
Decisions are irrevocable if three (3) members, including the president, have voted in
favor. They must be communicated in writing to those concerned, within 24 hours of
the end of the match. A member of the disciplinary committee will not be able to
participate in a committee session if the problem affects the team of the country to
which he belongs.
14.3 Arbitration Commission:
The arbitration commission will be composed of three (3) members:
- The FIFA Technical Delegate.
- The delegate of the organizing country,
- One member chosen by the FIFA Technical Delegate from among the
members of the participating delegations.
The refereeing commission will appoint the delegates, referees, assistants, as well as
the observers for the whole competition during the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran
2022.
15. Claims:
Any claim must comply with FIFA procedures. Claims must be submitted by the NOC
in question in writing, in English, Arabic or French, within the required time limits,
accompanied by a deposit in cash fixed by FIFA regulations.
All claims will be presented to the TIC of Football which in turn will forward them to the
secretariat of the Jury of Appeal, as well as to the Technical Commission of the ICMG.
If a claim is successful, the deposit will be refunded, but not otherwise.
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16. Sports clothing:
Participants in the Football competition of the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022
must wear sports clothing in accordance with FIFA and ICMG regulations.
FIFA will determine the playing clothing of each team in advance.
Each team must have two (2) sets of shirts of different colors.
These colors must be indicated at the time of confirmation of entries. Athletes will need
to wear the same number throughout the competition, even if they change positions.
No advertising marks are permitted on sportswear, accessories or, as a general rule, on
any part of the clothing or equipment worn or used by athletes. Only the name of the
manufacturer of the corresponding garment or equipment will be authorized,
provided that it is not exaggeratedly displayed for advertising purposes, in accordance
with the rules defined by the ICMG and FIFA.
The official Medal Ceremony will be subject to the same regulations as regards sports
attire and advertising. Athletes will be required to step onto the podium wearing the
official clothing of their NOC.
17. Medal ceremonies:
The medal ceremonies will take place at the end of the competition.
17.1 Medals and diplomas:
The following prizes will be awarded, in accordance with the ICMG regulations:
17.1.1 First place:
Gold medal to the players of the first-ranked team.
17.1.2 Second place:
Silver medal to the players on the second-ranked team.
17.1.3 Third place:
Bronze medal to the players of the team ranked third.
17.1.4 Fourth place:
Diploma to the players of team ranked fourth.
18. Calendar and schedule:
The Football competition of the XIX Mediterranean Games Oran 2022 will take place
from June 25, 2022 to July 05, 2022, according to the following schedule:
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Dates

Nature

June 25, 2022

1st Day
G. A and G. C

June 26, 2022
June 27, 2022
June 28, 2022
June 29, 2022
June 30, 2022
July 1, 2022
July 02, 2022
July 03, 2022
July 04, 2022
July 05, 2022

1st Day
G. B and G. D
2nd Day
G. A and G. C
2nd Day
G. B and G. D
3rd Day
G. A and G. C
3rd Day
G. B and G. D
½ Final

Hours
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. et
3:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

Venues
Sig and Mers El Hadjadj stadiums
Ahmed Zabana stadium

Stadiums: Olympic Complex,
Ahmed Zabana, Mers El Hadjadj,
Sig

10:00 a.m.
and
3:00 p.m.

Mers El Hadjadj,
Ahmed Zabana
Rest
Mers El Hadjaj, Sig

5:00 p.m.
Rest

3-4 Place
Final

5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Mers El Hadjaj
Olympic Complex Staduim

(Times are provisional and may change depending on the final number of entries)
The organizers, and for justified reasons, will also have the right to modify the
competition schedules, with the agreement of the Technical Delegate.
Each team concerned would then be informed at least twenty-four (24) hours in
advance.
19. Technical offices:
Two offices will provide information specific to the Football competition:
- SIC of the Mediterranean Village.
- TIC of Football.
These offices will provide information on competition schedules, training sessions,
transport, participant lists and results.
20. Approval of regulations:
In the event of disagreement on the interpretation of the text of this manual with any
other related version, the French text shall prevail.
This Technical Manual was approved by the ICMG on March 12, 2022
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